Abstract-In consequence of achievable and superior interpolated images, the ordinary Super-Resolution Reconstruction (SRR) approach, which is developed in order to increase spatial data and suppress noise, is one of the up-to-date interpolation approaches. By mathematically simplifying for a single poor spatial image, SISR (Single-Image Super-Resolution) approach is developed from the ordinary SRR approach in order to solely increase resolution. Detrimentally, capability of the authentic SISR approach is strongly built on three algebraic terms (b, h, k) and data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is very laborious. For working out this trouble, the myriad function is introduced for reinstating with the authentic SISR approach by the reason that the myriad function is mathematically built on a solely single algebraic term (T), oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach thereby this scientific paper intents to inspect a velocious SI-SR approach organized on edge prediction with an adaptive Myriad function. In scientific inspection, the superior outcomes, which are interpolated by a proposed velocious SI-SR approach from abundant fraudulent images at various noise arrangements, have almost quality to the authentic SISR approach (with three algebraic terms). Due to scientific outcomes, a proposed velocious SI-SR approach is effortlessly realized for practical task.
I. THE LITERATURE SURVEY AND LIMITATION OF CURRENT TECHNIQUES
In consequence of abundant desideratum of coincident computer vision and image processing [1] during the last twenty five years, the better quality and high spatial information images are obviously interested nevertheless write-down images are regularly poor spatial information and low quantity, which are technically stored by implanted digital camera or CCTV. Hence, the basic interpolation approach is scientific approach for increasing solely spatial data from single image at poor spatial information. The preeminent passion of spatial interpolation approach [2] using SI-SR approach is scientifically upgraded from outstanding Super-Resolution Reconstruction (SRR) approach [3] for solely reforming spatial data. Either SRR and SISR [4] is considered as inversed obstacle with illposed status from logical ideal that many high spatial images can be computed from only one write-down images with poor spatial information and low quantity in corresponding camera recording system.
Under SISR inspections in the last decade, the SISR approach organized on edge prediction [5] , which has been first introduced by Bo-Won Jeon [4] since 2006, is one of the achievable and superior SISR approaches by the reason that this SISR approach can interpolate the superior interpolated image with little computation. This SISR approach is organized by two fundamental sub-approach: the edge prediction sub-approach and the stability control sub-approach. In the first sub-approach, the edge prediction sub-approach is perceptional estimated by using Laplacian top-to-down idea [5] for interpolating edge and line of increased spatial image. In the second sub-approach, the stability control function C(x,y) is perceptional estimated from three algebraic terms (b, h, k) [4] and the data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is very laborious [6] [7] . For working out this trouble, the myriad function is introduced for reinstating with the authentic SISR approach by the reason that the myriad function is mathematically built on a solely single term (T), oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach thereby this scientific paper intents to inspect a velocious SI-SR approach organized on edge prediction with an flexible Myriad function [8] [9] .
This scientific paper is catalogued as upcoming. The first catalogued matter is the fundamental idea of the SISR approaches and the second catalogued matter is ordinary SISR approach organized on edge prediction. Next, the third catalogued matter is the velocious SI-SR approach with the flexible Myriad SI-SR approach. Subsequently, the forth catalogued matter is scientific inspections, which are relatively studied to many basic interpolation approaches (nearest, bilinear and bicubic) for abundant fraudulent images. Lastly, the fifth catalogued matter is the idealized conclusion. This catalogued matter shortly inspects the ordinary SISR approach [1] organized by two fundamental sub-approach: the edge prediction sub-approach (as appeared in figure 1 ) and the stability control sub-approach.
A. The Edge Prediction Sub-Approach
The capital aspiration of the edge prediction subapproach [1] is for interpolating edge and line of increased spatial image with the improved PSNR by using Laplacian top-to-down idea. In initial step, the single poor spatial  . In later step, a society of these poor spatial images is interpolated by a cubic interpolation approach for invent a society of better spatial images which are organized of 
B. The Stability Control Sub-Approach.
The capital aspiration of this the stability control subapproach is for stabilizing the maximum possible value of the edge intensity of the better spatial image (
that is interpolated by the edge prediction sub-approach with the stability control function as upcoming
where b , k and h are algebraic constant terms.
In finally step, the edge intensity of the better spatial image (
, that is stabilized by the stability control function:
by a basic bicubic interpolation approach are summed.
III. THE PROPOSED VELOCIOUS SI-SR APPROACH ORGANIZED ON EDGE PREDICTION
As inspecting in the earlier catalogued matter, the stability control function C(x,y) is perceptional estimated from three algebraic terms (b, h, k) thereby data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is very laborious. For working out this trouble, the myriad function [5] [6] 
where MYRIAD T is Myriad algebraic term.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This catalogued matter encyclopedically inspects the velocious SISR approach [1] Table I ) [3] [4] . The scientific inspect outcomes are computed from MATLAB program and are appeared in Table I . In first step, each inspected images is spatially lessened and combined with noise to invent a poor spatial fraudulent images. In second step, the velocious SISR approach [1] organized on edge prediction and Myriad function, the authentic SISR approach and many basic interpolation approaches (nearest, bilinear and bicubic) are manipulated for scientifically inspecting the superior outcomes of the proposed SISR approach. ) that is interchanged from 0 to 2000 for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator. The scientific quality outcomes for non-outlier case can be appeared in the figure 2. From these scientific outcomes in the above figure, it can interpret that the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 600-850 for image with standard texture and the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 950-1100 for image with sharp edge texture.
Mostly, the inspect outcomes of a velocious SI-SR approach organized and Myriad function is appeared in Table II for non-outlier case. The scientific quality outcomes of the velocious SI-SR approach have almost better quality to the authentic SISR approach nonetheless data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is uncomplicated and so quick, oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach. 
B. 35dB Normal Distribution Corrupting Case
This sub-catalogued matter encyclopedically inspects the best value of Myriad algebraic term ( MYRIAD T ) that is interchanged from 0 to 2000 for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator. The scientific quality outcomes for non-outlier case can be appeared in the figure 3. From these scientific outcomes in the above figure, it can interpret that the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 800-1050 for image with standard texture and the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 1300-1500 for image with sharp edge texture.
Mostly, the inspect outcomes of a velocious SI-SR approach organized and Myriad function is appeared in Table III for 35dB normal distribution corrupting case. The scientific quality outcomes of the velocious SI-SR approach have almost better quality to the authentic SISR approach nonetheless data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is uncomplicated and so quick, oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach. ) that is interchanged from 0 to 2000 for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator. The scientific quality outcomes for non-outlier case can be appeared in the figure 4. From these scientific outcomes in the above figure, it can interpret that the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 1050-1300 for image with standard texture and the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 1400-1650 for image with sharp edge texture.
Mostly, the inspect outcome of a velocious SI-SR approach organized and Myriad function is appeared in Table IV for 30dB normal distribution corrupting case. The scientific quality outcomes of the velocious SI-SR approach have almost quality to the authentic SISR approach nonetheless data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is uncomplicated and so quick, oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach. 
D. 25dB Normal Distribution Corrupting Case
This sub-catalogued matter encyclopedically inspects the best value of Myriad algebraic term ( MYRIAD T ) that is interchanged from 0 to 2000 for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator. The scientific quality outcomes for non-outlier case can be appeared in the figure 5. From these scientific outcomes in the above figure, it can interpret that the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 2000 for image with standard texture and sharp edge texture.
Mostly, the inspect outcome of a velocious SI-SR approach organized and Myriad function is appeared in Table V for 25dB normal distribution corrupting case. The scientific quality outcomes of the velocious SI-SR approach have almost quality to the authentic SISR approach nonetheless data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is uncomplicated and so quick, oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach. 
E. 20dB Normal Distribution Corrupting Case
This sub-catalogued matter encyclopedically inspects the best value of Myriad algebraic term ( MYRIAD T ) that is interchanged from 0 to 2000 for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator. The scientific quality outcomes for non-outlier case can be appeared in the figure 6. From these scientific outcomes in the above figure, it can interpret that the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 2000 for image with standard texture and sharp edge texture.
Mostly, the inspect outcome of a velocious SI-SR approach organized and Myriad function is appeared in Table VI for 20dB normal distribution corrupting case. The scientific quality outcomes of the velocious SI-SR approach have almost quality to the authentic SISR approach nonetheless data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is uncomplicated and so quick, oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach. 
F. 15dB Normal Distribution Corrupting Case
This sub-catalogued matter encyclopedically inspects the best value of Myriad algebraic term ( MYRIAD T ) that is interchanged from 0 to 2000 for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator. The scientific quality outcomes for non-outlier case can be appeared in the figure 7. From these scientific outcomes in the above figure, it can 30.5 ISSN: 1473-804x online, 1473-8031 print interpret that the Myriad algebraic term is implanted at 2000 for image with standard texture and sharp edge texture. Mostly, the inspect outcome of a velocious SI-SR approach organized and Myriad function is appeared in Table VII for 15dB normal distribution corrupting case. The scientific quality outcomes of the velocious SI-SR approach have almost quality to the authentic SISR approach nonetheless data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is uncomplicated and so quick, oppositely three algebraic terms for the authentic SISR approach. In this analytic inspection, this scientific paper intents to inspect a velocious SI-SR approach organized on edge prediction with an adaptive Myriad function, which is built on a solely single algebraic term (T), oppositely three algebraic terms (b, h, k) for the authentic SISR approach. By inspecting on aplenty inspected images, which are spatially lessened and combined with noise, the scientific quality outcomes of the velocious SI-SR approach have almost quality to the authentic SISR approach nonetheless data processing approach of the optimized algebraic term for high spatial and better quality at highest objective indicator is uncomplicated and so quick. From the scientific logic, a velocious SI-SR approach is possibly developed for real task. 
